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Resumen
Este articulo examinard la alienaqgo fiducid.ria em garantia
(enajenaci6nfiduciaconprop6sitosdegarantia),de ahora en adelante
referida como "enajenaci6nfiduciaria," la cual fue recientemente
adoptada en el Brasil; la comparard con su pariente extranjero, el
"Trust Receipt" o recibo de confianza, de los Estados Unidos de
Norteam~rica. El Trust Receipt americano, aunque muy similar en
algunos aspectos a otros instrumentos de garantia,es una instituci6n
muy peculiar, la cual le permite al deudor-compradoradquirir la
tenencia de los bienes con el fin de poder revenderlos, mientras,
simultdneamente, le facilita al banco-acreedoruna garantia automditica sobre los documentos, los bienes o el producto de su venta.
Despues de muchos ahos de interpretaci6na nivel estatal, de lo que
constituye el Trust Receipt, este instrumentofue reguladoporprimera
vez enforma uniforme, por la Ley Uniforme sobre el Trust Receipt de
1.933 y ahora estd sujeto a las reglas del articulo 9 del C6digo
Uniforme de Comercio (U. C. C.). En 1.965 Brasil expidi6 una nueva
ley, la cualbuscabapromoverun mercadofuertede capitales;en ella se
introdujo un nuevo instrumento de garantia, llamado la alienaqgo
fiducidria em garantia. El Decreto-Ley 4728 de julio 14 de 1.965
estableci6 los requisitosde la enajenaci6nfiduciaria;luego elDecretoLey 911 de octubre 1 de 1.969, introdujo algunas modificaciones al
decreto original.La enajenaci6fiduciariaes definida en el DecretoLey 4728 como una garantiapor la cual se "transfiereal acreedorla
propiedad(sujetaa condici6n resolutoria)y laposesi6nindirectade un
bien mueble el cual,no obstante, queda en las manos del transferenteo
deudor,quien asume elpapelde depositariodel mismo, " con todos los
deberes inherentes a tal calidad.La enajenaci6nfiduciaria- lo mismo
ocurre con el Trust Receipt - es principalmente usada como un
mecanismo de financiaci6n de autom6viles entre los distribuidores.
Una diferencia conceptualentre las dos instituciones radicaen que en
*J.D., University of Arizona College of Law, 1981; B.S., Brigham Young University,
1977.
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el derecho del Common Law se distingue entre propiedad legal y
propiedad equitativa, en tanto que en los paises de raiz romana la
posesi6n - particularmentereferida a bienes muebles - equivale a

titulo. Adicionalmente,en estos fdtimospaisessepresentanconfusiones
entre el Trust Receipt y el verdadero Trust (o Fiduciao Fideicomiso),
con el cual no tiene ninguna relaci6n. Existen cuatro diferencias
funcionales entre el Trust Receipt, tal como se regula en el U.C.C. y la
enajenaci6nfiduciaria.En primerlugar,lagarantiadel U.C.C.puede
ser creada sobre cualquiermueble genkrico, incluso el adherido a un
inmueble, en tanto que la enajenaci6nfiduciariase usa con respecto a
bienes debidamenteespecificadosporsu marcay nfimero. En segundo
lugar, mientra el U.C.C.perfecciona una garantia en forma automaticapor un periodo de 21 dias, la enajenaci6nfiduciariarequiere
para su perfecci6n un registro de acuerdo con ciertos requisitos
establecidos en la ley. En tercer lugar, el U C.C. requiere un registro
local o estatal, segfin sea la naturaleza de la garantia,mientras la
enajenaci6nfiduciariadebe serregistradaen el domicilio del acreedor.
Por fdtimo, de acuerdo con el U.C., el acreedorgarantizadopuede
perseguirlosproductosrecibidosporel deudorcomo sustitutosdel bien
dado en garantiay enajenado, en cambio en la enajenaci6nfiduciaria,
el deudornopuede vender oposteriormentevolver a gravarel bien, y la
garania no puede recaer sobre bienes consumibles o usados como
materia prima. Estas diferencias ponen de presente una serie de
problemasque han surgido en la aplicaci6npracticade la enajenaci6n
fiduciaria. Este articulo discute en detalle las dificultades que han
surgidoparadeterminar:(a) quikn tiene derecho a usarla enajenaci6n
fiduciaria,(b) qu tipo depropiedadpuedeser usada como garantia,
(c) qu,.. accionesjudiciales se le conceden al acreedory, (d) varias
aclaracionesa la ley, tales como saber cudiles "terceros interesados"
tienen derecho a subrogarse en los derechos del acreedory si los
documentos deben ser registrados,ademis, en el domicilio del duedor.
Sin embargo, del articulose deduce que en el Brasilse han establecido
las bases parafacilitar la utilizaci6n de los bienes muebles como
garantia del cumplimiento de obligaciones derivadas de contratos,
diferente a la prenda tradicional.
Abstract
This article will examine the recently adopted Brazilian alienagdo
fiducidria em garantia (fiduciary alienation for security purposes)
(hereinafterreferredto as 'fiduciaryalienation')andcompare it to its
foreign cousin, the trustreceipt ofthe UnitedStates. The American trust
receipt, although in many ways similarto othersecurity devices, is a
unique transactionwhich allows the debtor/buyerto takepossession of
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the goodsforresale,while at the same timeprovidingthe bank/creditor
with an automaticallyperfected security interest in the documents,
goods andproceedsfromthe sale ofthe goods. Followingyearsofstateby-state interpretation,the American trust receipt wasfirst uniformly
governed by the Uniform Trust ReceiptsAct in 1933 and is now subject
to theprovisions ofArticle 9 of the Uniform CommercialCode(UCC).
In 1965, Brazil instituted a new statute designed to promote a strong
capitalmarket which includedthe introductionofa new security device
called the alienaqgo fiduciria em garantia. Decree-Law 4728 of July
14, 1965 (Decree-Law 4728), setforth the originalrequirementsof the
fiduciary alienation,andDecree-Law 911 of October1, 1969 (DecreeLaw 911), amended the statute to its present form. The fiduciary
alienation is defined in Decree-Law 4728 as a guarantee which
"transfers to the creditor the resolutory ownership and the indirect
possession of the alienated movable property, independently of the
effective delivery of the good, turning the transferoror debtor into the
direct possessor and depository," with all of the legal obligations
thereof Like the trust receipt, the fiduciary alienation is most widely
used as a mechanism for thefinancing of automobiles among dealers.
A conceptual difference which emerges from the comparison of the
fiduciary alienation with the trust receipt is that the common law
distinguishes between the legal and equitable ownership ofproperty,
especially personalty, whereas, in the civil law, possession is ownership. Furthermore,the trustreceipt,as construedin civil law countries,
has been confused with the unrelateddoctrines ofAmerican trust law.
Four mechanical differences exist between the trust receipt under the
UCC and thefiduciaryalienation.First,the UCC security interestcan
be created in almost any kind ofpersonalproperty orfixtures, whereas
the fiduciary alienation is best used only with goods that have specific
identifying characteristics,such as identification marks or serial
numbers. Secondly, the UCC provides automatic perfection for a
period of twenty-one days, while the fiduciary alienation requires a
filing with complete statutorilyprescribedinformationin orderto have
any perfection. Thirdly, the UCC requires local or central filing
depending on the nature of the collateral, whereas the fiduciary
alienation must be filed in the domicile ofthe creditor.Finally, under
the UCC, the secured creditormay traceproceedsreceivedby the debtor
from the sale ofthe collateral;however, under thefiduciary alienation,
the debtormay not sell orfurther encumber the asset, and the security
interest is not applicableat all to goods which will be consumed or used
as raw materials. These differences signal major areas in which
problems have arisen in the practical application of the fiduciary
alienation. This article discusses in detail the difficulties which have
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resulted in determining: (a) who is entitled to use thefiduciary alienation, (b) which property may be used as collateral,(c) which creditor's
remedies arejudiciallyavailable,and (d) miscellaneous clarifications
of the statute, such as which "interested third party" is entitled to
subrogation of the creditor's rights and whether documents must be
registered in the domicile of the debtor as well as that of the creditor.
However, it is apparentfromthis article that Brazil has establishedthe
framework toprovide majorinroadstoward usingpersonalpropertyto
secure contracts in a form other than the pledge.
INTRODUCTION
Since the nineteenth century, an important tool of international and
domestic commerce in the United States has been the instrument called
the "trust receipt."' The fact situation which necessitated the adoption of
the trust receipt is as follows:
[A] seller, who is unwilling to let goods get into his buyer's
possession until he has received payment in cash, insists that
buyer procure a bank's promise to pay for the goods against
delivery of a bill of lading. The bank, if it is satisfied with the
buyer's credit standing, issues a letter of credit in which it
promises to honor the seller's draft (if presented within a
specified time and accompanied by specified documents,
which always include a bill of lading). On payment of the
seller's draft-which usually is in the amount of the purchase
price - the bank receives possession of the bill of lading,
which is either made out to seller's order and indorsed to the
bank or made out directly to the bank. By honoring the
seller's draft, the bank has made a loan to its customer, the
buyer, which is secured by the bill of lading. (It is universally
agreed that the bank holds the bill of lading as a pledgee; if the
buyer now defaults, the bank may sell either the bill or the
goods to foreclose its lien.) If the buyer repays the bank, the
transaction is at an end. But frequently the buyer will not be
able to repay until he has resold the goods. The bank, let us
assume, is willing to look for payment to the proceeds of the
resale, but only provided that it retains a security interest in
the goods, pending resale, and in the proceeds, when the
2
goods have been resold.
1. 1 G. GILMORE,
(1965).
2. Id. § 4.2 at 87.

SECURITY INTERESTS IN PERSONAL PROPERTY

§ 4.1 at 86
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The instrument, negotiated between the parties, to express the bank's
security interest in the goods or proceeds of their sale is called the trust
receipt.
The purpose of this article is to examine a recently arrived foreign
cousin of the trust receipt, the Brazilian alienaqjzo fiducidtria em
garantia (fiduciary alienation for security purposes). The American
trust receipt will be explained briefly, followed by a look at the structure
of the fiduciary alienation. The two institutions will then be compared.
THE AMERICAN TRUST RECEIPT
The peculiar doctrine of trust receipts originally arose from the Great
Lakes grain trade, by which grain was shipped from the midwestern
states to a series of grain elevators in Buffalo, New York, and thence to
New York City.3 Another industry to early adopt the trust receipt was the
nascent automobile industry, by which means the early dealers were able
to use their local banks to help finance the purchase of the autos from the
4
factories in Michigan.
The legal framework of trust receipts was left basically to state-bystate intepretation until the drafting and wide-spread adoption of the
Uniform Trust Receipts Act (UTRA) in 1933.1 The principles of the
UTRA were made part of Article Nine of the Uniform Commercial
Code (UCC), 6 and, with the almost unanimous adoption of the UCC by
7
the states, the UTRA was superseded.
Comparison of the Trust Receipt
and the Chattel Mortgage
As can be seen from the typical trust receipt fact situation set forth
above, the trust receipt has many of the attributes of a chattel mortgage,
as each is a secured transaction involving personal property as collateral.
There are, however, three basic differences between the trust receipt and
the chattel mortgage, each of which will be examined separately.
3. Id. § 4.2 at 89.
4. Id. § 4.3 at96.
5. The UTRA was approved by the National Conference of Commissioners on
Uniform State Laws and the American Bar Association in 1933 and by 1957 had been
adopted in 34 of the different states. U.T.R.A., 9C U.L.A. 220-302 (1957),

superseded by U.C.C. (1951) (amended 1962, 1972, 1977).
6. The UTRA is listed as the prior uniform statutory provision in the following
sections of Article 9 of the UCC: U.C.C. § § 9-201,203,301-2,304,306-10,317-18,
401-13, 501, 503-4 (1978).
7. A list of the jurisdictions which have enacted the UCC can be found in U.L.A. 1
(Master ed. 1976).
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Passing of Title
In many chattel mortgage transactions, title to the mortgagor's
(debtor's) property is conveyed to the mortgagee. 8 With a trust receipt,
however, the title to the goods, as represented by the bill of lading,
originates with the seller, is conveyed to the bank and then passes from
the bank to the customer. 9 Early commentators on the subject were
emphatic in pointing out that if title did not pass from the bank to the
customer then under no circumstances could the transaction be considered a trust receipt.' 0 The trust receipt then is a tripartite transaction
involving a seller, the entruster bank and the buyer/customer."
Automatic Perfection
Both the UTRA and the UCC provide for the temporary automatic
perfection of the bank's security interest without filing of notice. 2 UCC
section 9-304 (4) provides that the bank's security interest in instruments
or negotiable documents will be perfected without filing for a period of
twenty-one days from the time of attachment to the extent that the
security interest arises for new value given under a written security
agreement." In the trust receipt situation, the written security agreement
is the trust receipt itself, and the new value is provided by the bank
honoring the buyer's letter of credit. Under UCC section 9-304(5), there
is perfection of the bank's security interest without filing for a period of
twenty-one days in documents even where the actual goods are in the
debtor's hands. 14 This section provides just the protection needed by the
bank in the trust receipt situation because the bank permits the debtor to
take actual possession of the goods in order to resell them to then be able
to pay the bank for the original loan."
It should be noted that the above rules of automatic perfection do not
of themselves assure the bank of priority of its security interest.16 The
8. Frederick, The Trust Receipt as Security, 22 COLUM. L. REV. 395, 401 (1922).

9. Id.
10. See GILMORE, supra note 1, § 4.2 at 93.
11. Id.
12. See U.T.R.A. § 8 (1957); U.C.C. § 9-304(1), (4) (1978). For a typical
recording statute in which a chattel mortgage cannot be automatically perfected or
perfected without filing, see 1 GILMORE, supra note 1, at 26.
13. U.C.C. § 9-304(4) (1978). The UTRA allowed automatic perfection for a
period of 30 days, but this period was shortened to 21 days in UCC § 9-304(4).
U.T.R.A. § 8 (1957).
14. U.C.C. § 9-304(5), official comment 4 (1978).
15. It is important to note that if the bank desires perfection of the security interest in
the documents and the goods for a period of time longer than 21 days, the regular filing
requirements of UCC § 9-302 and § 9-401 must be met. See U.C.C. § 9-303 official
comment 2 (1978).
16. See U.C.C. § 9-304 official comment 4 (1978).
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"[p]riority of the [the bank's] security interest in inventory after
surrender of the document depends on compliance with the requirements of Section 9-312(3) on notice to prior inventory f'mancer." 1
Tracing of Proceeds from Sale
UCC section 9-306(2) provides that a security interest in collateral
continues despite the sale of the collateral unless the disposition was
authorized by the bank. 8 The security interest also continues in any
identifiable proceeds, including collections, received by the buyer/
debtor.' 9 In the event that cash proceeds from the sale of collateral have
been commingled with other funds (presumably in a bank other than the
entruster bank), the entruster bank's security interest is subject to a right
of set-off by the other bank and is limited to "an amount not greater than
the amount of any cash proceeds received by the debtor within ten days
before the institution of the insolvency proceedings" and the amount of
cash proceeds actually commingled with other funds. 20 It should be
noted that there is still much debate over the question of exactly which2I
proceeds are subject to any one particular creditor's security interest.
If the goods which constitute the bank's collateral are sold, the bank's
security interest in the proceeds is perfected for only ten days under
section 9-306, unless a22further perfection occurs as to the security
interest in the proceeds.
Comparison of the Trust Receipt
and the ConditionalSale
In addition to thejust discussed chattel mortgage, the trust receipt also
seems to have some of the characteristics of the conditional sale. In its
most common usage the conditional sale was "a purchase money
security transaction... in which title to the goods was retained by the
seller or his assignee until the full purchase price had been paid, usually
in periodic installments." 23 There are two major differences between the
17. Id.

18. U.C.C. § 9-306(2) (1978). See 2 GILMORE, supra note 1 at 88, for the
distinction between the law of the tracing of proceeds in a chattel mortgage and trust
receipt.
19. Id. See also Kozolchyk, Letters of Credit,in 9 INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF COMPARATIVE LAW ch. 5, § § 120-122, at 61-63 (1979).
20. U.C.C. § 9-306(4)(d)(i)-(ii) (1978). See also Kozolchyk, supra note 19, §
122 at 63.
21. See generally J.

WHITE &

R.

SUMMERS, HANDBOOK OF THE

LAW

UNDER THE

§ § 24-26, at 1014-17 (1980).
22. U.C.C. § 9-306(3) (1978). See also U.C.C. § 9-304 official comment 4
(1978).
23. 1 GILMORE, supra note 1, § 3.7 at 81.
UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE
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trust receipt and the conditional sale. First, "[in a conditional sale,
possession cannot be retaken until a default, whereas in a trust receipt it
can be retaken at any time."' 24 Secondly, the bank in the trust receipt
situation deals in paper rather than in the goods represented by the paper,
whereas in the conditional sale the creditor/secured party is generally the
25
merchant/seller.
As can be seen from the above discussion, the trust receipt, although in
many ways similar to other security devices, is a unique transaction
which allows the debtor/buyer to take possession of the goods for resale,
while at the same time providing the bank/creditor with an automatically
perfected security interest in the documents, goods and proceeds from
the sale of the goods.
A ALIENACAO FIDUCIARIA EM GARANTIA
In :1965, Brazil enacted a new statute designed to promote a strong
capital market which included the introduction of a new security
device called the alienagaofiduciriaem garantia(fiduciary aliena-

tion for security purposes) (hereinafter called the "fiduciary ilienation"). 26 Decree-Law 4728 of July 14, 1965, originally set forth the
requirements of the fiduciary alienation, and Decree-Law 911 of
October 1, 1969, amended the fiduciary alienation to its present
statutory form. 27 While the fiduciary alienation was patterned to
some extent after the trust receipt, there are many differences with
which the American practitioner should become familiar before any
use of the fiduciary alienation is made.
In order to facilitate the examination of the fiduciary alienation,
this alrticle will first analyze some of the civil law background utilized
by the Brazilians to justify the existence of the fiduciary alienation.
The statutory structure of the fiduciary alienation will be explored
next, followed by a comparison and contrast between the fiduciary
alienation and the trust receipt.
Roman Law Origin of the FiduciaryAlienation

The theory behind the fiduciary alienation goes back to Roman law,
which influenced the development of the civil law system of Brazil and
other civil law countries.
24. Frederick, supra note 8, at 399-400.
25. id.
26. Decree-Law 4728, art. 66 (July 14, 1965), amended by Decree-Law 911, art. 1
(Oct. 1, 1969), CODIGO COMMERCIAL BRASILEIRO [C. COM.] 556 (Barreto
16th ed. 1971).

27. Id.
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The earliest Roman law ancestor of the fiduciary alienation was the
fiducia.2 8 The fiducia was an early form of pledge or mortgage, in
which both the possession and title of the property were passed by the
debtor to the creditor or to a third party in a formal sale. At the same
time of the transfer, there was either an implied or express promise on
the part of the creditor to seek return of the property to the debtor
when the debt was fully paid. In the event the debtor defaulted on the
repayment, the creditor
was entitled to retain absolute ownership of
29
the pledged property.

There were basically two different types offiducia,thefiducia cum
amico and the fiducia cum creditore. In thefiducia cum amico, the
debtor and creditor agreed to place the object guaranteeing the debt in
a secure place with a third party who would take care of it and restore
it to the debtor once the debt was repaid. With the fiducia cum
creditore,the possession of the property was transferred by the debtor
to the creditor, who would return the property at repayment. Additionally, the parties entered into a pactum fiduciae whereby the
creditor promised to restore the property at repayment. If the creditor
failed or refused to return the property, then the debtor had a personal
action, actiofiduciae, to reacquire possession of the property.30
With the passage of time, the concept of thefiduciadeveloped into
the two institutions of the hypotheca (mortgage) and the pignus
(pledge). In virtually all of the civil law jurisdictions, the concept of
hypotheca or mortgage developed to include only real immovable
property.31
Also prohibited in virtually all civil law jurisdictions is what is
known as the pactum commissorium. The pactum commissorium
was the provision in thefiducia which entitled the creditor to retain
ownership of the transferred property upon the debtor's failure to
repay the debt.3 2
Brazilian Antecedents of the FiduciaryAlienation
In order to better understand the impact of the fiduciary alienation
on Brazilian law, it is helpful to briefly look at some of the secured
transactions available prior to its adoption in 1965.

28. Guimardes, Aspectos da Aliena.do Fiducidria em Garantia, 239 Revista
Forense [R. For.] 328 (1972).
29. Id. See also BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 563 (5th ed. 1979).
30. Guimarfes, supra note 28, at 328. See also Buzaid, Ensaio Sobre a Alienaqizo
Fiducidriaem Garantia,401 Revista dos Tribunais [R. Trib.] 12 (1969).
31. Id.
32. Kozolchyk, supra note 19, § 123 at 64. See also B. KOZOLCHYK, COMMERCIAL
LErERS OF CREnIT IN THE AMERICAS 126, n. 14 (1966).
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Penhor (Pledge)

The penhor (pledge) of the Brazilian Civil Code (Civil Code) is
very similar to its Anglo-American common law counterpart. 3 This
security consists of the delivery of movable property by the debtor to
the creditor to guarantee the repayment of a loan. In order to be a valid
pledge, the debtor must be the owner of the property pledged (a third
party who owns property may pledge that property on behalf of the
debtor).3 4 Additionally, the creditor may not be allowed to keep the
property in case of default by the debtor; rather, the property must be
sold to pay off the
loan amount and any expenses of the sale incurred
3
by the creditor.
The institution of the pledge in Brazilian law exists as to private
personal property as well as commercial and agricultural personal
property.3 6 Thepenhor agricola (agricultural pledge) is very similar
in many respects to the common law chattel mortgage in that, though
the guarantee is considered a pledge, the debtor may retain possession
of the property rather than turn over possession to the creditor. The
use of the pledge is strictly regulated and applies only to the narrow
scope of agricultural loans. The creditor registers the pledge at the
Land Registry, and, instead of possession of the pledge
property, he
37
receives a certificate which represents his claim.
Hipoteca (Mortgage)

Another Brazilian secured transaction which is similar to its
common law counterpart is the hipoteca (mortgage). The major
difference between the two, however, is that in Brazil, as in most civil
law jurisdictions, the mortgage may only be used with immovable
property or the appurtenances thereto.3 s The only exceptions to the
33. CoDioo CIVIL BRASILEIRO [C. CIVIL] arts. 755-788, at 166 (Forense ed.
1974).
34. id. art. 756 at 166.
35. Id. art. 765 at 168.
36. Articles 271-279 of the Brazilian Commercial Code (CODIGO COMERCIAL)
provide for the commercial pledge. The Commercial pledge differs from the civil law

pledge in that the commercial pledge may only guarantee a commercial debt, whereas a
civil law pledge may be used whatever the nature of the debt. J. PINHEIRO, DOING
BUSINESS IN BRAZIL § 9.108 (1st ed. 1980).

37. :P NHEIRO, supra note 36, § 9.111-.115.
The following assets may be the subject of an agricultural pledge: (i) crops awaiting
harvesting or growing crops, either cultivated or growing naturally; (ii) fruit in store,
either in its natural state or treated and ready for sale; (iii) wood prepared for cutting or
in the form of logs; (iv) cut firewood or peat; and (v) agricultural machinery. Id. (citing

Decree-Law No. 492, art. 6 (Aug. 30, 1937)).
38. C. CIvIL, art. 810, supra note 33, at 177. The present Civil Code for the
Federal District and Territories of Mexico, by omitting the previous limitation of the
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immovable property requirement are that ships and aircraft may also
be mortgaged. 3 9
The function of the mortgage in Brazilian law is basically a right in
rem over real immovable property granted by a debtor to his creditor
to secure repayment of a debt. 40 On default a creditor may seize and
sell the property to repay the debt and the expenses of the sale, but the
creditor may not retain the mortgaged property because, as already
41
mentioned, this would be a prohibited pactum commissorium.
Venda corn Reserva de Dominio (Conditional Sale)
The third secured transaction to be examined is the venda corn
reserva de dominio (sale with reservation of ownership). This
transaction is similar to the common law conditional sale. 42 The
Brazilian sale with reservation of ownership was originally provided
for statutorily in 1890, but not until 1938 was it used to any great
43
extent.
The concept of the sale with reservation of ownership is almost
identical to that of the American conditional sale. In the sale with
reservation of ownership the possession of the property sold passes to
the purchaser, but the ownership remains vested in the vendor until
the entire purchase price is paid. 44 In order for the sale to be valid,
there must be a written contract which sets forth at least the following:
(a) an adequate description of the property for identification; (b) the
agreement of the parties as to the form of the payment of the purchase
price (generally installments); and (c) a statement that the sale is
made with reservation of ownership. 45 Any contract for a sale with
mortgage to immovables, has, by implication, permitted the institution of the mortgage
to extend to chattels as well as real property. Gerber, Secured CreditDevices in Latin
America: A Comparison of Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico, 23 U. MIAMI L. REV.
677, 699 (1969). The Mexican chattel mortgage in operation is essentially similar to
the Brazilian conditional sale. See infra note 42 and accompanying text. The Mexican
chattel mortgage, like the Brazilian conditional sale, is applicable to any property
which may legally be alienated. Ifthe amountof the underlying debt exceeds 500 pesos,
the agreement must be in a writing executed before a notary public, and, in order to be
enforceable against third parties, it must be registered. Gerber, supra, at 699,700. In
the event the debtor defaults, the creditor has the right to apply to the court for judicial
sale. Id. at 700. The provisions for the Mexican chattel mortgage are set forth in
articles 2893-2943 of the Civil Code for the Federal District and Territories. CODIGO
CIVIL PARA EL DISTRITo FEDERAL arts. 2893-2943 (Mexico 1928).
39. C. CIVIL art. 810(vii), supra note 33, at 177.
40. PINHEIRO, supra note 36, § 9.136.
41. Id. § 9.140. See also supra note 33 and accompanying text.
42. See supra notes 23-25 and accompanying text.
43. Gerber, supra note 38, at 705 (citing Decree-Law 917 (Oct. 24, 1890)).
44. PINHEIRO, supra note 36, § 9.152.
45. Id. § 9.153.
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reservation of ownership is valid against third parties
only if it is
46
registered at a Registry of Deeds and Documents.
In the event of default, the rights of the vendor under the Brazilian

conditional sale include the right to demand the payment of the
outstanding balance of the price, or alternatively, the vendor may seek

surrender of the goods to the court in order that they be subsequently
returned to the vendor's possession. 47 It is important to note that this
return of the goods to the vendor's possession, which would be

considered a prohibitedpactum commissorium under regular secured
transactions law, is acceptable in the conditional sale because there is
no prior agreement between the parties requiring the property's
return, and the conditional48 sale is considered a sale rather than an
extension of credit per se.
A somewhat unique characteristic of the Brazilian conditional sale

is that, if the seller, upon the buyer's default, chooses the surrender of
the goods to the court and the buyer has paid more than 40 percent of

the contract price, the judge, upon the buyer's application, may allow
the buyer thirty days within which to pay the balance of the debt.4 9 As
will be seen in the discussion below, this protection for a buyer who
has paid a good portion of the contract price was adopted from the

conditional sale situation into the fiduciary alienation.
Retrovenda (Sale with Right to Repurchase)
The last antecedent of the fiduciary alienation to be discussed is the
Brazilian retrovenda (sale with the right to repurchase)., 0 While the
sale with right to repurchase is not a secured transaction but rather a
type of sale under the Brazilian Civil Code,"1 it is useful to examine it
46. id. § 9.154. Professor Boris Kozolchyk points out that the registration
requirement for conditional type sales in Latin America, such as the Brazilian sale with
reservation of ownership, serves a different function than a similar registration
requirement for a chattel mortgage or pledge without dispossession. Recordation of the
conditional sale is not to provide the seller the means to enforce "a lien over an object
that has been lawfully transferred by the buyer to a third party, but rather to allow easier
recovely of the object by serving notice of legal ownership to third parties." Kozolchyk,
Law and the CreditStructurein Latin America, VA. J. IN'L L. 1, 8 (1967). The basic
reason for recordation of the conditional sale in Latin American countries, according to
Kozolchyk, is that sellers subject to a conditional sale as governed by the Latin
American civil codes need extra protection because the civil codes provide that
possession of a movable object is the equivalent of title to it. Id.
47. PINHEIRO, supra note 36, § 9.155.
48. See supra note 33 and accompanying text.
49. PINHEIRO, supranote 36, § 9.155 (citing Brazilian Code of Civil Procedure, art.
1.071).
50. Not discussed in this paper is the institution of the Brazilian duplicatawhich is
more appropriately dealt with in a discussion of negotiable instruments and letters of
credit. For a concise examination of the duplicata,see Gerber, supra note 38, at 71114.
51. C. CIVIL art. 1140-43, supra note 33, at 231-32.
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because the Brazilian commentators view it as one of the important
steps leading to the fiduciary alienation.5 2
The sale with right to repurchase is a right, contractually retained
by the vendor in a sale, to repossess the property and repay the
purchaser the contract price together with any expenses of the sale
which the purchaser has incurred.5 3 The parties may decide the time
limit on the exercise of the right to repurchase, but the time limit
cannot exceed three years according to the statute.5 4 The seller who
has the right to repurchase retains that right against third-party
acquirers of the property, even if the third party has no knowledge of
the repurchase right.55
Statutory Construction of the FiduciaryAlienation
The present statutory regulation of the fiduciary alienation is
composed of two different decree-laws. The first, Decree-Law 4728
of July 14, 1965 (Decree-Law 4728), set forth the basic structure ofthe fiduciary alienation, and the second, Decree-Law 911 of October
1, 1969 (Decree-Law 911), amended the structure by making various
additions. 6 Each Decree-Law will be examined to illustrate the
amended structure of the guarantee.
Decree-Law 4728 of July 14, 1965
Article 66 of Decree-Law 4728, which is the article that describes
the fiduciary alienation, defines "fiduciary alienation" as follows:
[tihe fiduciary alienation for security purposes transfers to
the creditor the resolutory5 7 ownership and the indirect
possession of the alienated movable property, independently of the effective delivery of the good, turning the
transferor or debtor into the direct possessor and depository with all of the responsibilities and duties thereunto
pertaining in accordance with the civil and criminal laws."'
Section 1 of article 66 provides that the fiduciary alienation
agreement must be in writing. The writing may be either a private
52. See Guimardes, supra note 28, at 330-31.
53. PINHEIRO, supra note 36, § 8.191.
54. C. CIVIL art. 1141, supra note 33, at 231.
55. C. CIVIL art. 1142, supra note 33, at 231.
56. For the full text in Portuguese of these Decree-Laws, see Appendix at p. 185
infra.
57. Under civil law, the term "resolutory ownership" refers to ownership that will
disappear by operation of law as soon as the agreed conditions of the parties have been
met. See BLACK's LAW DICTIONARY, supranote 29, at 265 (definition of "resolutory
condition").
58. Decree-Law 4728, art. 66, C. COM., supra note 26, at 556 (translation by
author).
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document or one that is attested to by a notary public. In order for the
fiduciary alienation to be valid against third parties, a copy of the
writing must be filed in the Registry of Deeds and Documents in the
domicile of the creditor. 9
In addition to the filed writing requirement, section 1 also requires
that the fiduciary alienation document contain at least the following:
(1) the total debt or an estimate thereof; (2) the date and place of
payments; (3) the fee, commissions, penalty clauses and stipulations
on adjustments of monetary value, with an indication of the applicable indices; and (4) a description of the good (or goods) which is the
collateral in the fiduciary alienation and the indispensible elements
60
of its identification.
A debtor who has not yet come into possession of the property to be
used as collateral under the fiduciary alienation may, according to
section 2, still use the property as the collateral; in which case, as soon
as the debtor comes into the property's possession, the fiduciary
61
alienation will automatically become operative.
If the property which is used as a collateral under the fiduciary
alienation does not have identifying marks, serial numbers or signs,
the creditor in the fiduciary alienation will have the burden of proving,
against third parties, that any particular piece of property found in the
debtor's possession was actually the collateral of the secured transaction. 62 For this reason it is imperative that any such identifying
marks be listed on the fiduciary alienation agreement.
Sections 4 through 6 provide for the remedies available to a creditor
upon the default of the debtor. Decree-Law 911 of October 1, 1969,
added additional remedies for the creditor, but the sections of DecreeLaw 4728 are still available to the creditor. These sections provide
that 'the creditor, upon the debtor's default, has the right to sell the
collateral to third parties and apply the sales price to the debt amount
plus any collection expenses the creditor might incur. 63 Should the
sales expenses not be sufficient to satisfy the debt amount, the debtor
remains personally obligated to the creditor for the remainder. 64 In
keeping with the civil law's general prohibition of the pactum
commnissorium,61 section 6 provides that any agreement between the
creditor and debtor, whereby the creditor may retain full ownership of
the property should the debtor default on the debt, is void. 66
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.

Id.§ 1.
Id.
Id. § 2.
Id. § 3.
Id.§ 4.
Id.§ 5.
See supra note 33 and accompanying text.
Decree-Law 4728, art. 66, § 6, C. COM-, supra note 26, at 557.
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Section 7 of article 66 provides that several concepts of the law of
guarantees under the Civil Code will apply to the fiduciary alienation.
The first of these concepts is that the payment of one or more installments under the debt contract will not correspondingly release any
of one or
part of the collateral (should the guarantee property consist
67
more items), unless the contract expressly so provides.
The next major concept from the Civil Code to be expressly applied
to the fiduciary alienation is the determination of when a guaranteed
debt is due. 68 The insolvency of the debtor, failure of the debtor to pay
any installment on time 69 and depreciation or deterioration of the
collateral, to the extent that the security is in question and the debtor
refuses to provide additional property, 70 are among the occurrences
which, under the Civil Code, will accelerate the due date of a debt by
operation of law.
The last major Civil Code concept made applicable to the fiduciary
alienation by section 7 concerns the termination of a pledge by
operation of law. Article 802 of the Civil Code, made applicable to the
fiduciary alienation by article 66, section 7, of Decree-Law 4728,
provides that a pledge is terminated when: (1) the underlying
obligation is extinguished; (2) the pledged good perishes; (3) the
pledge is renounced by the creditor; (4) adjudication, forgiveness or
sale of the pledged property is sought by the debtor or the creditor
under the terms of the contract; or (5) the creditor becomes the owner
of the collateral. 7 1 Therefore, the fiduciary alienation will be terminated in the same type of situations in which a pledge would be
terminated.
The last two statutory provisions of Decree-Law 4728 provide for
the application of criminal penalties to debtors who use the same
property for a fiduciary alienation guarantee with different creditors
and recommend that persons using the fiduciary alienation with
automobiles should, for evidentiary reasons, use as the required
of registration of automobiles of the National
writing the certificate
72
Code of Transit.
Decree-Law 911 of October 1, 1969
The main thrust of Decree-Law 911 was to set forth more clearly
the remedies available to a creditor under the fiduciary alienation.
67. C. CIVIL art. 758, supra note 33, at 166.
68. C. CIVIL art. 762, supra note 33, at 167.
69. C. CIVIL art. 762 (III) provides that, if the creditor accepts a late
installment payment from the debtor, that late payment is no longer grounds for making
the entire debt due and payable. Id.
70. Id.
71. C. CIVIL art. 802, supra note 33, at 175.
72. Decree-Law 4728, art. 66, § 10, C. COM., supra note 26, at 557.
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Under this statute there are now basically four separate ways for a
creditor to proceed when the debtor defaults. These four methods, to
be examined separately, are: (a) the ordinary enforcement action, (b)
judicial action of distress, (c) an action of deposit and (d) an executive
or fiscal action.
a. Ordinary Enforcement Action
Article 2 of Decree-Law 911 sets forth the principle that, unless
otherwise agreed to in the contract of guarantee, the creditor, upon the
debtor's default 7 or any operation of law which causes the debt to
become due, may sell the property to third parties without application
to the court or the necessity of a public auction. 7 4 The sales price of the
goods is to be applied to the principal amount of the debt, interest and
commissions, taxes, penalties and monetary adjustments as provided
in the security agreement.
The provisions of Article 2 of Decree-Law 911 are nothing more
than a clarification of the sale provision contained in Section 4 of
Decree-Law 4728, which was discussed above. 7 The clarification
provided is that the sale of the property to a third party may be done in
private and without permission from the court.
b. Judicial Action of Distress
Article 3 of Decree-Law 911 provides that the independent remedy
of busca e apreensdo (distress) is available to the creditor upon proof
of the debtor's default. Distress is a judicial action wherein the
creditor applies ex parte to the court with a petition 76 stating the
details of the security agreement and the fact of the debtor's default. If
73. In this regard, the term "default" means either an inability to comply with the
terms of the contract or simply the debtor's non-compliance with the contract terms. 0.
OPITZ &S. OPITZ, ALIENAI;AO FIDUCIARIA Em GARANTIA 229-31 (1970). There are
two different methods for the creditor to substantiate the debtor's default. The first
method, which is mentioned in section 2, article 2, Decree-Law 911, is for the creditor
to have a registered letter expedited by the Office of Deeds and Documents. Id. at 231.
The second method is for the creditor to protest the title of the collateral property in the
hands of the debtor. Id.
74. Decree-Law 911, art. 2, C. COM., supra note 26, at 572.
75. See supra notes 63-66 and accompanying text.

76. A petition of distress in order to be valid must be in writing and contain the
following: (1) The judge to whom it is directed; (2) The name, residence or domicile,

profession, nationality and civil status of the plaintiff and the defendant; (3) The facts
and legal foundation of the request set forth clearly in a manner permitting the
defendant to frame a response; (4) The request, with its specifications; (5) The method
of proof by which the author intends to demonstrate the truth of his allegations. (In this
case, the proof of default by the debtor.); (6) The request for preliminary ex parte action;
and (7) the Value of the cause. OPITZ, supra note 73, at 237 (citing Brazilian Code of
Civil Procedure, art. 158) (translation by author).
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the judge is satisfied that the petition is valid, he will order that the
subject property be seized and turned over to the creditor, who will
then dispose of
it by sale as provided in the ordinary enforcement
7
action above.
The initial proceedings of the distress action, including the creditor's petition and the court-ordered seizure, are done ex parte. The
defendant/debtor, however, does have a period of three days to either
contest the action or request apurgaqaode mora, which
is ajudicially
78
imposed date for the entire payment of the debt.
The only defense which can be raised by the debtor in contesting the
distress action is payment of the debt or compliance with the
contractual obligations. 79 Whether or not the debtor contests the
judge's preliminary finding, the judge must make a final order within
five days after the issuance of the preliminary order.80
Purgaqdo de mora may only be requested by a debtor who has
already paid more than forty percent of the entire contract amount.8
If such a debtor requests, the judge will set a time, not to exceed ten
days, within which the debtor will be entitled to completely pay the
contract amount thus freeing the collateral from the underlying debt. 82
Should the debtor appeal a final decision by the judge in the
creditor's favor, the creditor will still be allowed to go ahead with his
choice of ajudicial or extrajudicial sale of the property to a third party
while the appeal is pending.83
c. Action of Deposit
The third remedy available to a creditor under the fiduciary
alienation is an action of deposit.84 The action of deposit is an
extension of the action of distress discussed above. If the creditor
commences an action of distress and the subject property is not found
in the possession of the debtor, or if it is found in the possession of a
third party, the creditor may then seek an action of deposit. The action
of deposit against a defaulting debtor under the fiduciary alienation is
the same action as the action against an unfaithful depository under
the Brazilian
Code of Civil Procedure, hence the name "action of
85
deposit.
77. Decree-Law 911, art. 3 C. COM., supra note 26, at 572-73.

78. Oprz,supra note 73, at 239-40.
79. Decree-Law 911, art. 3, § 2, C. COM., supra note 26, at 572.

80. Id.§ 4 at 573.
81.Id. § 1 at 572.

82.Id. § 3 at 573.
83. Id.§ 5 at 573. See also Opirz, supra note 73, at 242.
84. Decree-Law 911, art. 4,C. COM., supra note 26, at 573.
85. Id.
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Once the creditor has initiated the judicial action of deposit, the
defaulting debtor has a period of forty-eight hours within which to turn
the property, which was the object of the fiduciary alienation, or its
equivalent in money, over to the court.8 6 Should the debtor comply
with the order, then the creditor may sell the property in the manner
discussed above. However, should the debtor not comply with the
order to return the property, he could be subject to a prison sentence.
The prison sentence is not automatic, however. The fiduciary creditor
must request that the debtor be imprisoned. The debtor may contest
the creditor's request for imprisonment, but only if the debtor first
returns the property or its monetary equivalent.8"
d. Executive or Fiscal Action
The fourth and final remedy available to creditors under the
fiduciary alienation is an executive or fiscal action. 88 This action is
generally used when the subject property of the fiduciary alienation is
lost or reduced in value while in the possession of the debtor, whether
or not through the fault of the debtor. In using the executive action, the
creditor is entitled to choose property of the debtor which will be
pledged to the creditor to guarantee the debt. The creditor may choose
such amount of property as will secure the the outstanding debt.8 9
The property to which the creditor can look for his pledge is strictly
governed by article 942 of the Brazilian Code of Civil Procedure.
Article 942 sets out the various goods which cannot be subject to the
executive action, such as foodstuffs, wedding rings, domestic animals
and other property of incidental value or of a public assistance nature,
such as pension funds and life insurance. 90
The procedure for utilizing this executive action provides that the
creditor must first notify the defaulted debtor that payment of the debt
balance will be required within twenty-four hours. If by the end of that
time the debt has not been paid, the creditor may go ahead with the
pledge of the goods.
e. Subrogation
In addition to the remedies given to a creditor of the fiduciary
alienation, article 6 of Decree-Law 911 provides that anyone who
pays the balance of the debt account to the creditor will be subrogated
86. Id.
87. OPITZ, supra note 73, at 243-44.
88. Decree-Law 911, art. 5, C. CoM., supra note 26, at 573.
89. Id. See also OPITZ, supra note 73, at 244-45.

90. OPITZ, supra note 73, at 245-46.
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to his position including all his contract rights. While the statute is
silent as to partial subrogation, this provision is very explicit in stating
that subrogees will be considered as if they were one of the parties to
the original credit and fiduciary alienation agreement.91
The last major statutory provision of Decree-Law 911 provides
that property subject to a fiduciary alienation cannot be part of a
bankrupt's estate. Should the debtor go into bankruptcy, the creditor
may require that the property be returned to him. This is done by
petitioning the court for an order that the property be returned.92
PracticalApplication of the FiduciaryAlienation
Like any new legal concept, the fiduciary alienation has found itself
subject to varying degrees of change, interpretation and application in
the seventeen years since its enactment. In many areas the interpretations of the legal scholars are at variance with each other. The
difficulties are also apparent in the applications of doctrinal views by
the Brazilian courts. It is safe to say that the provisions of the
fiduciary alienation brought to the body of Brazilian law concepts
which were at the best confusing and at the worst intimidating to the
members of the bar.
In reviewing the process of familiarization of the Brazilian legal
community with the precepts of the fiduciary alienation, one cannot
help but, recall the metamorphosis of the American trust receipt. As
mentioned earlier,the trust receipt originated as a means of financing
the grain shipments from the Great Lakes area to New York but was
quickly adopted by the fledgling auto industry as a means to insure
adequate dealer financing. In Brazil, the fiduciary alienation was
adopted to assist in the financing of the booming Brazilian capital
markets but has been eagerly embraced as a mechanism for the
financing of automobiles. The financing of autos is certainly the most
visible application of the secured transaction, at least in the American
lawyer's viewpoint. However, it must be remembered that, as
apparent in the preceeding statutory outline of the fiduciary alienation, the groundwork for a viable financial secured transaction is
present. The usefulness of the transaction, however, will depend on
the practical applications to which it is put.
Problems with the practical application of the fiduciary alienation.
can generally be divided into four main categories:
(a) use of the fiduciary alienation,
(b) property which may be used as collateral,
91. Decree-Law 911, art. 6, C. COM., supra note 26, at 574.
92. Id. art. 7. See also PINHEIRO, supra note 36, § 9.173-.175.
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(c) available creditor's remedies, and
(d) miscellaneous clarifications.
Use of the FiduciaryAlienation

A great deal of debate has arisen over the question of who may use
the guarantee of the fiduciary alienation. In one camp there are those
who say any individual person or company is entitled to use the
fiduciary alienation, while the opposition states that only registered
finance companies93 are permitted to use it.
Those who argue that anyone should be allowed to use the fiduciary
alienation base their argument on the fact that the statutes themselves
are silent as to any restrictions on its use. 94 This view has been
accepted by the courts of the Rio de Janiero, state of Guanabara. 9
One court decision in particular upheld the use of the fiduciary
alienation by one other than a financial institution, for the reason that
to hold otherwise would render the security agreement a nullity,
thereby damaging the creditor while unjustly enriching the debtor.96
The other viewpoint on this question is supported by many wellknown writers in the field of commercial law. 97 This group asserts that
only registered financial companies should be allowed to use the
fiduciary alienation. There are basically two main reasons for this
view. The first is that the formal "Exposition of Motives" to DecreeLaw 911 established that the fiduciary alienation was instituted to
"provide better security for operations entered into by finance
companies." 98 Secondly, because the seizure of the collateral by the
creditor is such a harsh measure, it is believed that it should only be
allowed to entities over which the government has some direct control. 99

While many lower courts have taken a stand for either camp, the
Federal Supreme Court of Brazil, as yet, has not. 00 For this reason,
93. Under Brazilian law, private financial institutions must be incorporated and
registered. All of the major activities of these financial institutions, such as amendments
to by-laws, corporation documents, increases in capital and the method of paying up
capital, are controlled by the Central Bank of Brazil. PINHEIRO, supra note 36, §
17.107.
94. PINHEIRO, supra note 36, § 9.164.
95. Id. Another supporter of this viewpoint is Jose Carlos Moreira Alves, a Justice
of the Federal Supreme Court. Id.
96. 435 R. Trib. 134 (8th Cfm. Civ. TASP 1972).
97. Some of the supporters of the narrow interpretation are Professors Arnoldo
Wald, Alfredo Buzaid, Orlando Gomes and Paulo Restiffe Neto. PINHEIRO, supra
note 36, § 9.165.
98. Id.

99. Id.
100. Id. § 9.166. The Supreme Court recently decided that an auto purchase
consortium was entitled to use a fiduciary alienation. Id. "A consortium is an
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anyone other than a finance company registered with the Central
Bank of Brazil should be cautious and aware of the risks of using the
fiduciary alienation to guarantee commercial transactions in Brazil. 10 1
Property Which May be Used as Collateral
Article 66, section 1, of Decree-Law 4728 provides that the written
fiduciary alienation agreement must contain a description of the
goods which will be the subject of the security and the indispensable
elements of their identification. Section 3 of the same article provides
that the burden of proof for identification of the collateral is on the
creditor if the property is not identified by numerals, marks or other
evidences in the agreement. From these two sections arises the
controversy over what type of property may be used as collateral in
the fiduciary alienation.
From the statutory requirements listed above, it is easy to see that
manufactured goods, such as autos, stereos and machinery, especially
if they have individual serial numbers, would be the ideal candidates.
The problems arise, however, when the goods concerned do not neatly
fit within the criteria of the statute.
a. Fungible Goods
Judge Santos, an influential Brazilian jurist and commentator,
points out in a 1976 article that it is not uncommon to see the fiduciary
alienation used with fungible goods, such as grain, salt or mineral
ores. 10 2 The main problem, however, is that should an action of
deposit be necessary for the creditor, the special rules of article 1288
of the Civil Code concerning deposit of fungible goods must come into
play. These rules apply time periods during which the debtor may
keep the goods without reprisal by the creditor. Therefore, in the event
the fiduciary alienation is used with fungible goods, the debtor should
be summoned to deliver the goods before any action of distress or
deposit is required.1 3 It must be remembered, however, that if there is
any question whether particular goods were the collateral
for the
04
guarantee, the creditor will have the burden of proof.1
association formed to collect savings to permit easier purchase of durable movable
goods (in Brazil usually automobiles) by means of self-financing." Id. § 9.166, n. 2. It
is important to keep in mind, however, that consortia are subject to government control,
and, therefore, this decision may be only a very narrow enlargement of the viewpoint
that only finance companies are entitled to use the fiduciary alienation.
101. Id. § 9.166, n. 3.
102. Santos, Alienaqdo Fiducidriaem Garantia,253 P, For. 69, 71 (1976).
103. Id.
104. Decree-Law 4728, art. 6 § § 1, 3, C. CoM., supra note 26, at 556.
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b. Raw Materials
At least one court has held that the fiduciary alienation is not
properly used when the collateral is raw material or items which will
be consumed.105 The particular case involved the debtor's subsequent
use of bronze ingots, which were to be used in manufacturing, after
they had been guaranteed as the collateral of a fiduciary alienation.
The court held that an action of deposit and prison was not
appropriate where the debtor could not return already used ingots.
The court concluded that raw or consumable goods were not the
appropriate subjects for collateral. With raw materials, as with
fungible goods, the burden of proof that particular goods were the
collateral for the guarantee lies with the creditor, whose burden is thus
difficult if not impossible to meet.
c. Real Estate
To date, only one major writer, Professor Arnoldo Wald, has
advocated extending the principle of the fiduciary alienation beyond
chattel property to include real estate. 106 For the most part, however,
there seems to be little support for Professor Wald's proposition,
mainly for the reason that most commentators feel the system of real
estate mortgaging is sufficient for this purpose. 107
d. Fixtures
As regards fixtures, there are basically two major problems. Since
the fixture is to become permanently attached to the ground, there is a
question whether the registration of the security agreement should be
done in the domicile of the creditor, as mandated by the rules of the
fiduciary alienation, or whether the agreement should be registered at
the place of installation, as must be done for the mortgaging of the real
property. In practice, as it turns out, the Brazilian practitioners,
similar to their American counterparts, make an effort to register the
agreement in both locations in order to cover all the bases.
The second problem concerns the right to seize machinery subject
to the fiduciary alienation which has become an integral part of a
manufacturing process of a factory. Will the creditor become liable
for the paralyzation of the debtor's manufacturing process? Judge
Santos suggests that the best course of action would be to sell the
105. 454 R Trib. 194 (2a Cam. Civ. TASP 1973).
106. A. WALD, ESTUDOS E PARECERES DE DIREITO
COMERCIAIS E FISCAIS DE EMPRESA CONTEMPORANEA

107. Santos, supra note 102, at 71.

COMERCIAL: PROBLEMAS

221-23 (1972).
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whole factory. Where that is not possible, a clause in the security
agreement regarding the removal of the machinery or fixture would be
in order. This clause could absolve the creditor of any liability should
seizure become necessary, or else it could provide for the substitution of another item of property to take the place of the fixture.108
e. Stocks and Securities
Shares of a Brazilian sociedade an6nima (stock corporation) are
subject to being used as collateral for a fiduciary alienation.10 9 Shares
of ownership of a Brazilian limited partnership, however, are not
permissible as collateral.1 10
f. Intangible Property
Both Judge Santos and Professor Orlando Gomes believe that
intangible property, such as a patent, can be collateral for a fiduciary
alienation. The reason for this is because, although intangible
themselves, these properties usually have many physical manifestations which can be subject to attachment and seizure.'
g. Property Subject to Joint Ownership
Condominio (property held in joint ownership) may be alienated
by one of the joint owners if the property is divisible. If not divisible,
though, it cannot be the subject of fiduciary alienation without the
consent of the other joint owner. 2
Available Creditor's Remedies
The greatest amount of controversy concerning the fiduciary
alienation seems to exist in defining exactly what remedies the
creditor is entitled to in the event of the debtor's default. The bulk of
this conflict centers on the applicability to the fiduciary alienation of
the action of deposit. The deposit action is normally thought of as the
remedy a depositor has against an unfaithful depository. While its
application to the field of secured transactions law does seem
somewhat out of place, Article 4 of Decree-Law 911 expressly
provides for its application to the fiduciary alienation." 3 Despite the
108. Id.
109. Id. at 71-72.
110. Id.
111. Id. at73.
112. Id. at 71.
113. See supra notes 84-87 and accompanying text.
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plain language of the statute, however, some of the courts have been
very reluctant to ratify its use by an injured creditor.
It appears that the reason underlying this judicial reluctance has to
do with the questionable constitutionality of providing a prison
sentence for a debtor in default. It is conceded by the author that this
idea does stir up connotations of dark, dingy, debtors' prisons of
centuries past. In fact, one court specifically held that absent some
stiffer legislative mandate it would not allow an action of deposit to
the creditor, but, rather, the creditor would have to resort to one of the
other three remedial provisions in order to recover the debt amount. "14
The court specifically said that only those legal relationships which
are undoubtedly and legally that of deposit can be subject to prison
sentences.'" The basis for this decision was that article 150, section
17, of the Federal Constitution prevented the notion of a debtors'
prison." 6 According to the court, the name given the responsibility
between the debtor and creditor relationship is not important. The
nature of the legal relationship is the deciding factor, and, in the
court's opinion, the fiduciary alienation relationship does not come
within the deposit relationship set forth
in sections 366 and 367 of the
117
Brazilian Code of Civil Procedure.
A different court which reached the same decision, that the action
of deposit is not applicable, did so for the reason that the debtor in the
fiduciary alienation does not agree to hold the goods until the creditor
(depositor) requires their use, but rather the debtor is permitted to use
them during the period of time when they serve as the collateral for the
loan amount. I" For this reason, the standard deposit relationship is
not present, and the court held that it will not enforce an action of
deposit in the fiduciary alienation situation.
While there are many other courts which support the reasoning of
the two decisions above, there is also strong support for the fact that
the deposit action is available to the injured creditor in the fiduciary
alienation. Many commentators, led by Professor Buzaid," 9 and
several courts have reasoned that article 4 of Decree-Law 911
expressly provides for an
action of deposit, and, therefore, the
120
constitutionality is clear.
114. 412 R. Trib. 184 (1a CA m. Civ. TJSP 1970). For a comparative discussion of
the same remedy in Costa Rican law, see Kozolchyk, Toward a Theory of Law in
Economic Development, 1971, L. a Soc. ORD. 730-37.
115. Id.
116. Id.

117. Id.
118.4.13 R. Trib. 186 (3a CAm. Civ. TJSP 1970).
119. See generally Buzaid, supra note 30.
120. See 454 R. Trib. 196 (2a CAM. Civ. TASP 1973); 452 R. Trib. 155 (2a CAm.
Civ. TASP 1973); 449 R. Trib. 155 (3a CA m. Civ. TASP 1973); 444 R. Trib. 205 (3a
CAm. Civ. TASP 1972).
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While the constitutionality of prison sentences has been in doubt, it
seems to be clear that an action of deposit can only be brought after an
unsuccessful action of distress.12 An unsuccessful distress action is
viewed as one in which the property is not found in the possession of
the debtor or else is found in the possession of an unauthorized third
party.122 For its part, an action of distress is only appropriate if there
23
has been actual noncompliance or default of the security agreement.
Miscellaneous Clarifications
Other components of the fiduciary alienation relationship have
been refined and clarified since the statute became effective. The last
two areas which will be discussed are the right of subrogation to the
creditor's position and procedural requirements of registration of the
security agreement.
a. Subrogation
Article 6 of Decree-Law 911 provides for subrogation to the
creditor's position for persons who pay the creditor on behalf of the
21(a surety
debtor. The statute provides that an avalista,124 orfiador1
or guarantor) or an interested third party may be subrogated if they
pay the debt obligation of the debtor.126 While it is clear that an
avalistaand afiadorare entitled to subrogation, there has been some
question regarding what constitutes an "interested third party" in the
meaning of the statute. One court has held that the definition of
"interested third parties" includes only those who can be compelled
by law to satisfy the debtor's obligation. 127 In reaching this conclusion
the court examined the French and Portuguese civil codes, from
which the Brazilian Civil Code was derived, to decide that some legal
obligation 8to pay the debt had to exist before subrogation would be
2
allowed.
121. 455 R. Trib. 165, 167 (2a C~m. Civ. TASP 1973).
122. 435 R. Trib. 134 (8a Cim. Civ. TASP 1972); 419 1K Trib. 173 (40 CAM. Civ.

TASP 1970).
123. 459 R. Trib. 1976 (2a Chm. Civ. TASP 1973); 413 R. Trib. 205 (8a Var. Civ.
TASP 1970).
124. An avalista is one who gives his personal guarantee to be a principal obligee
along with the debtor. In other words, "with an aval there are two independent
obligations and two debtors." PINHEIRO, supra note 36, § 9.200.
125. Afiador is one who stands as an accessory debtor only if the creditor is unable
to satisfy the obligation through recourse to the principal debtor. Therefore, with the
fianca, "there is a single obligation with a principal debtor and a fiador." Id.

126. Decree-Law 911, art. 6, C. COM., supra note 26, at 574.
127. 450 R. Trib. 270 (1 a CAm. Civ. TARGS 1973) (citing Brazilian Civil Code
(C. CIVIL), art. 93).
128. Id.
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In addition to the above question, there has been some debate as to
whether total or partial subrogation would be permitted. Judge Santos
argues that there is nothing in the statute which would require only
total payment of the debtor's obligation before subrogation would be
permitted. 1 29 He also indicates that a governmental commission to
consider changes in the statute has adopted a proposed change which
would expressly provide for partial subrogation.130 The courts,
however, have been reluctant to allow subrogation except in the cases
where the entire debt amount has been paid to the creditor. One court
refused to allow partial subrogation to an avalistawho had only paid
two installments of the debt amount.' 3' As can be seen, there is still
some doubt as to the availability of partial subrogation.
b. Registration
Concerning the registration of the security agreement, it now
appears that, in order for the fiduciary alienation of an automobile to
be valid against third parties, the agreement must be registered at the
Department of Motor Vehicles (DETRAN) in addition to the
Registry of Deeds and Documents. One court held that, if not so
registered, the fiduciary alienation was not valid against32a third party
and the creditor was not allowed to seize the vehicle.
The second problem with registration deals with a new law of
Public Registry which requires that documents, such as the fiduciary
alienation contract, be registered not only in the domicile of the
creditor, as provided in Decree-Law 911, but also in the domicile of
the debtor. While Judge Santos feels that Decree-Law 911 is a special
law exempting the fiduciary alienation from the double registration,
there has been no case law on the matter. 3 3 Judge Santos does
is not
mention, however, that where the cost of double registration
34
prohibitive, it should be done as a precautionary measure.
COMPARISON OF THE FIDUCIARY ALIENATION
AND THE TRUST RECEIPT
Many Brazilian commentators have mentioned that the fiduciary
alienation was patterned broadly after the American trust receipt.
From the above discussions of each of these institutions, many
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.

Santos, supra note 102, at 74.
Id.
453 R. Trib. 175 (1 a Cam. Civ. TASP 1973).
460 R. Trib. 195 (20 Cfim. Civ. TASP 1974).
Santos, supra note 102, at 72.

Id.
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differences are easy to recognize. The conceptual differences will be
mentioned as well as some of the basic structural differences.
The major conceptual difference between the two guarantees
comes from the difference between the American common law and the
Brazilian civil law backgrounds. Under the common law, there has
long been a distinction between legal and equitable ownership of
property, especially personalty. Without this distinction, the idea of
the trust receipt is hard to visualize. There could not be two owners in
the sense of the creditor's equitable interest versus the debtor's legal
interest.' 35 This problem, however, was exactly what the Brazilians
experienced. Under the civil law notion that possession of movables is
the equivalent of title, 13 6 how could the debtor rightfully possess the
property as his and yet the creditor have an ownership interest also? In
this regard, the concept of the fiduciary alienation is a major advance
over the only heretofore recognized Brazilian security interest in
personalty, the pledge. After pondering this conceptual difference, it
is remarkable that the fiduciary alienation was adopted into the civil
law framework so smoothly.
Another conceptual hurdle, to be mentioned only in passing, is the
common confusion between the trust receipt and the doctrines of
American trust law. This confusion is common among even American
lawyers, and the early Brazilian commentators seemed to be confused
in trying to justify the principles of the fiduciary alienation in terms of
the doctrines of trusts.' 37 In actuality the trust receipt has nothing to
do with the law of trusts, and, rightfully so, the progression of the
fiduciary alienation does not seem to have been hindered by the initial
confusion. 31 8
In addition to these conceptual differences there are also many
mechanical differences between the trust receipt and the fiduciary
alienation. The first major contrast to be drawn concerns the type of
property that may be used as collateral. The UCC security interest
139
can be created in almost any kind of personal property or fixtures.
The fiduciary alienation, on the other hand, is best used only with
goods that have specific identifying characteristics. This greatly
narrows down the items available for that security interest. 40
135. For a comparative discussion of the trust receipt debtor's "interest," see
Kozolchyk, Letters of Credit, supra note 19, § § 120-125, at 61-66.

136. C. CIVIL art. 2279(g) (1804) (France).
137. See generally Buzaid, supra note 30.

138. Kozolchyk, Letter of Credit, supra note 19, § § 120-125, at 61-67.
139. U.C.C. § 9-102(1) (a) (1978).
140. Professor Wald even mentioned that the main purposes for establishing the
fiduciary alienation were to enable more people to use credit and expand the sale of
automobiles and household appliances. Wald, Da Alienaqao Fiducidria,400 R. Trib.

25 (1969).
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A major difference exists in the procedures required for perfection
of the security interest. Under the UCC there is automatic perfection
for a period of twenty-one days, while the Brazilian statute requires a
filing in order to have any perfection of the guarantee.' 4' Additionally,
while the UCC requires only that a summary notice of the agreement
(financing statement) be filed, Brazil demands filing of the entire
prescribed
guarantee agreement which must contain 4statutorily
2
information in order to complete perfection.1
The final contrast in perfection is that Brazil requires that the
agreement be filed in the domicile of the creditor, whereas the UCC
provides for local or central filing depending on the nature of the
collateral. 143 It would seem to the American lawyer that, if any aspect
of the fiduciary alienation needs revision, it would certainly be the
requirement of filing in the domicile of the creditor. This provision
appears to be inadequate because it does not provide adequate notice
to third parties. It would seem that if any domicile were to be chosen
for filing, it would be that which is most likely to provide adequate
notice to third parties or parties trying to determine whether a piece of
personal property belonging to the debtor has previously been the
subject of a fiduciary alienation. Normally, they will have no idea of
which localities to search unless they have previous knowledge of the
debtor's prior dealings. The current system has no adequate provision
for determining prior encumbrances on a given article of property.
Hopefully, the Brazilians will remedy this inadequate filing requirement by centralizing their filing system or providing for adequate
cross-indexing.
Another major distinction involves tracing of the proceeds of sale of
the collateral. The UCC provides that the secured creditor may trace
the proceeds received by the debtor from the sale of the collateral.
Underlying this capability is the notion that the debtor may sell the
collateral. Not only may the collateral be sold or transferred, but it
may even be consumed or used in a manufacturing process. This,
however, is not the case with the fiduciary alienation. The debtor may
not sell or further encumber the asset, under pain of prison, in the
fiduciary alienation. Furthermore, the security interest is not applicable to goods which will be consumed or used as raw materials. This,
141. Compare U.C.C. § 9-304(4) (1978) with Decree-Law 4728, art. 66, § 1,
C. COM., supra note 26, at 556.

142. Compare U.C.C. § 9-402 (1978) with Decree-Law 4728, art. 66, § 1,

C. COM., supra note 26, at 556.
143. Compare U.C.C. § 9-401 (1978) with Decree-Law 4728, art. 66, § 1,
C. COM., supra note 26, at 556.
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therefore, severely limits the variety
of collateral available for use
44
with the fiduciary alienation.
CONCLUSION
In adopting the fiduciary alienation, Brazil has taken a major step
closer to the American concept of a security interest. While there
exist several differences between the American trust receipt and the
fiduciary alienation, the framework has been established to provide
major inroads to using personal property to secure contracts in a form
other than the pledge. Adapting the concept of the fiduciary alienation
into the framework of the civil law has been difficult, but it can be seen
that, by utilizing the statutory framework and refining it through past
and future revisions and court opinions, the concept of the fiduciary
alienation will continue to promote and encourage secured financing
in Brazil.
APPENDIX
DECRETO-LEI N.0 911, DE 1 DE OUTUBRO DE 1969
Altera a redacq~o do art. 66, da Lei n.' 4.728, de 14 de
julho de 1965, e'abelece normas de processo sbbre
alienaqdojiducidriae di outrasprovidencias.
Os Ministroa da Marinha de Guerra, do Exdrcito e da Aerongutica
Militar, usando das atribuiq6es que lbes confere o Artigo 1. do Ato
Institucional n.' 12. de 31 de ag6sto de 1969, combinado com o § 1.0
do artigo 2.0 do Ato Institucional n.' 5, de 13 de dezembro de 1968,
decretam:
Art. 1. - 0 artigo 66, da Lei n.' 4.728, de 14 de julho de 1965,
passa a ter a seguinte redaqgo:
"Art. 66 - A alienaqgo fiduciiria em garantia transfere ao credor o
dominio resohivel e a posse indireta da coisa m6vel alienada,
independentemente da tradigdo efetiva do bem, tornando-se o
alienante ou devedor em possuidor direto e depositirio com t6das as
responsabilidades e encargos que Ibe incumbem de ac6rdo com a lei
civil e penal.
§ 1.0 - A alienaqgo fiducidria s6mente se prova por escrito e seu
instrumento, pdblico ou particular, qualquer que seja o seu valor, serA
144. Compare U.C.C. § 9-306 (1978) with Decree-Law 4728, art. 66, § 3, and
Decree-Law 911, art. 4 C. COM., supra note 26, at 572.
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obrigat6riamente arquivado, por c6pia ou microfilme, no Registro de
Titulos e Documentos do domicilio do credor, sob pena de ndo valer
contra terceiros, e conteri, aldm de outros dados, os seguintes:
a) o total da divida ou sua estimativa;
b) o local e a data do pagamento;.
c) a taxa de juros, as comiss6es cuja cobranca f6r permitida e, eventualmente, a cldusula penal e a estipulaqgo ep correqgo monetiria, com indicaqgo dos
indices aplicdveis;
d) a descriqdo do bem objeto da alienaqdo fiducidria e os
elementos indispensdveis a sua identificaqdo.
§ 2.0 - Se, na data do instrumento de alienaqgo fiduciiria, o
devedor ainda ndo f6r proprietirio da coisa objeto do contrato, o
dominio fiduciirio desta se transferiri ao credor no momento da
aquisiqgo da propriedade polo devedor, independentemente de qualquer formalidade posterior.
§ 3. ° - coisa alienada om garantia ndo se identifica por ntimeros,

marcas e sinais indicados no instrumento de alienaqgo fiduciiria,
cabe ao proprietdrio fiduciirio o 6nus da prova, contra terceiros, da
identidade dos bens do seu dominio que se encontram em poder do
devedor.
§ 4.0 - No caso de inadimplemento da obrigaqgo garantida, o

proprietdrio fiducidrio pode vender a coisa a terceiros e aplicar o
preqo da venda no pagamento do seu crddito e das despesas
decorrentes da cobranqa, entregando ao devedor o saldo porventura
apurado, se houver.
§ 5. -Se o preqo da venda da coisa ndo bastar para pagar o cr~dito
do proprietdrio fiducidrio e despesas, na forma do parigrafo anterior,
o devedor continuard pessoalmente obrigado a pagar o saldo devedor
apurado.
§ 6. * - t nula a clusula que autoriza o proprietdrio fiduciirio a
ficar com a coisa alienada em garantia, se a divida ndo f6r paga no seu
vencimento.

§

7.

- Aplica-se A alienaqgo fiduci~xia em garantia o disposto

nos artigos 758,762,763 e 802 do C6digo Civil (669), no que couber.
§ 3.' -0 devedor que alienar, ou der em garantia a terceiros, coisa
que ji alienara fiducihriamente em garantia, ficard sujeito Apena
prevista no art. 171, § 2.0, ineiso I, do C6digo Penal (670).
§ 9.' - Ndo se aplica i alienagdo fiducidria o disposto no artigo,

1.279 do C6digo Civil (671).
§ 10 - A alienaqgo fiducidria em garantia de veiculo automotor,
deverd, para fins probat6rios, constardo oertificado de Registro, a que
se refere o artigo 52 do Codogo Nacional de Transito (672)".
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Art. 2.0 - No caso de inadimplemento ou mora nas obrigaqeoes

contratuais garantidas mediante alienaqgo fiducidria, o proprietirio
fiducidrio ou credor poderd vender a coisa a terceiros, independentemente de fiducidrio leilo, hasta pdblica, avaliaqgo prdvia ou qualquer
outra medida judicial ou extrajudicial, salvo disposiqdo expressa em
contrario prevista no contrato, devendo aplicar o preqo da venda no
pagamento de seu crddito e das despesas decorrentes e entregar ao
devedor o saldo apurado, se houver.
§ 1. ° - 0 crddito a que se refere o presente artigo abrange o
principal, juros e comiss6es, aldm das taxas, chiusula pena e correqdo
monetdria, quando expressamente convencionados pelas partes.
§ 2.' - A mora decorrerd do simples vencimento do prazo para
pagamento e poderd ser comprovada por carta registrada expedida
por intermddio de Cart6rio de Titulos e Documentos ou pelo protesto
do titulo, a critdrio do credor.
§ 3. 0 - A mora e o inadimplemento de obrigagdoes contratuais

garantidas por alienaqdo fiducidria, ou a ocorrdncia legal ou convencional de algum dos casos de antecipaqgo de vencimento da divida
facultardo ao credor considerar, de pleno direito, vencidas t6das as
obrigaq6es contratuais, independentsmente de aviso ou notificaqo
judicial ou extrajudicial.
Art. 3.0 - 0 Proprietdrio Fiduciirio ou credor, poderd requerer

contra o devedor ou terceiro a busca e apreensdo do bern alienado
fiducihriamente, a qual serd concedida liminarmente, desde que
comprovada a mora ou o inadimplemento do devedor.
§ 1. ° - Despachada a inicial e executada a liminar, o rdu serd
citado para, em tr~s dias, apresentar contestaqdo ou, sejd.tiver pago
40% (quarenta por cento) do preqo financiado, requerer a purgaqao
de mora.
§ 2.0 - Na contestaqgo s6 se poderd alegar o pagamento do debito
vencido ou o cumprimento das obrigaq6es contratuais.
§ 3.0 - Requerida a purgaqdo de mora tempestivamente, o Juiz

marcard data para o pagamento que deverd ser feito em prazo nao
superior a dez dias; remetendo, outrossim, os autos ao contador para
cilculo do ddbito existente, na forma do art. 2.0 e seu pardgraio
primeiro.
§ 4. ° - Contestado ou ndo o pedido e nho purgada a mora, o Juiz
dard sentenca de piano em cinco dias, ap6s o decurso do prazo de
defesa, independentamente da avaliaqdo do bern.
§ 5. ° - A sentenqa do Juiz, de que cabe agravo de instrumento, sem
efeito suspensivo (673), nao impedird a venda extrajudicial do bern
alienado fiducihriamente e consolidani a propriedade e a posse plena
e exclusiva nas mdos do proprietdrio fiducidrio. Preferida pelo credor
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a venda judicial, aplicar-se-i o disposto no Titulo VI, Livro V, do
C6digo de Processo Civil (674).
§ 6.0 - A busca e apreensdo prevista no presente artigo constitui
processo aut6nomo e independente de qualquer procedimeto posterior.
A-t. 4.0- Se o bern alienado fiduci~kriamente ndo f6r encontrado ou
nio se achar na posse do devedor, o credor poderd intentar acao de
dep6sito, na forma prevista no Titulo XII, Livro IV, do C6digo de
Processo Civil (675).
Axt. 5. * - Se o credor preferir recorrer Aaqgo executiva ou, se f6r o
caso, ao executivo fiscal, serdo penhorados, a critdrio do autor da
aqdo, bens do devedor quantos bastem para assegurar a execuqdo.
Ptrgrafo tinico - Ndo se aplica Aalienaqdo fiduciiria o disposto
nos incisos IX, XI e XIII do artigo 942 do C6digo de Processo Civil
(676).
Art. 6.0 - 0 avalista, fiador ou terceiro interessado que pagar a
divida do alienante ou devedor, se sub-rogari, de pleno direito, no
crddito e na garantia constituida pela alienagdo fiducidiria.
Art. 7.0 - Na faldncia do devedor alienante, fica assegurado ao

credor ou proprietdrio fiduciirio o direito de pedir, na forma prevista
na lei, a restituiqgo do bern alienado fiducihriamente.
Pardigrafo tinico - Efetivada a restituiqdo o proprietdrio fiducidrio
agird, na forma prevista neste Decreto-lei.
Ait. 8.0 - 0 Conselho Nacional de TrAnsito, no prazo mdximo de
60 dias, a contar da vigdncia do presente Decreto-lei, expedirA
normas regulamentares relativas A alienaqdo fiducidria de veiculos
automotores.
Art. 9. 0 - 0 presente Decreto-lei entrard em vigor na data de sua
publicaqdo, aplicando-se desde logo, aos processos em curso, revogadas as disposiq6es em contrdrio.
Brasilia, 1 de outubro de 1969; 148. ° da Independdncia e 81.0 da
Reptblica.

